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TERMS + CONDITIONS
The colours shown in this literature are as accurate as the printing process will allow.
Whilst every effort is made to match colours and represent textures, we recommend that
colours and textures are chosen from actual samples of the products.
All products are manufactured from natural materials and although we strive to provide
consistency of colour, variation may occur in the manufacturing process. It is for this

Welcome
Transform your outdoor space into an area
for unwinding, cooking, eating, playing,
celebrating and gardening. Fresh ideas
for you and your home from AG

reason we recommend that products are selected from at least three bales, within each
delivery. This will eliminate ‘banding’.
All information contained in this literature is correct at the time of going to print.
AG reserves the right to amend speciﬁcations or discontinue products, if necessary,
without prior notice. We recommend that you contact your builders merchant, at the
design stage of your project, for the most up-to-date information.

Your local builders
merchants
...your local expert!

The products in AG’s range are only available through builders
merchants. Your local AG stockist will be able to supply you with
everything you need to get the job done including sand, gravel, tools
and - perhaps most importantly - reliable local knowledge and
expert advice.
Your local merchant is your local expert and will be able to
recommend professional designers and installers as well as
answering any questions you might have.

you and
your home
“We want a
n outside liv
ing space
that we all c
an enjoy”

your local
merchant

making it together

e’ve got
u get there... w
“We’ll help yo
ledge.”
and the know
the products

Home owner
30 year guarantee

Advice
and guidance

Our stunning hard landscaping products will give you many years of pleasure from
your garden or driveway. We’re so conﬁdent we guarantee them for 30 years.

Get some helpful advice and guidance on a wide
range of topics via our website.

Our products are designed to look good and stay looking good. They are carefully
made with the very best of materials to last for a very long time. Once installed, in
the unlikely event that they do not perform as expected, we will replace any
products that crack, break or fail, providing they are installed and used in
accordance with our guidelines.
We’ll hold this promise for up to 30 years*.

• How-to Guides
• Laying Patterns
• Maintenance + Care
• Photo Gallery
Find out more on our homeowner website:

For more information or to register visit:

ag.uk.com/outside-rooms

ag.uk.com/guarantee
*Terms and conditions apply
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Country
Cobble®
One of our original decorative paving options, Country Cobble
remains close to our hearts - and it’s easy to see why. Creating the
mellow, aged look of reclaimed paving but with all the advantages
of a modern, easy-to-lay paving system, it’s a versatile, low
maintenance product, that will add character and heritage to your
outside space.
Cashel

Corrib*

Killyleagh

Burren*

50mm Patio pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

200 x 150

2

weight / pack: no / pack:

no. / m2:

150 x 150

9.6m

1.056t

320

33

9m2

0.96t

400

100 x 150

44

9.6m2

1.056t

640

66

Available in 5 colours (Cashel, Corrib, Killyleagh, Burren and Slate)
60mm Patio pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

200 x 150

2

8.4m

2

weight / pack: no / pack:

no. / m2:

1.12t

280

33

150 x 150

7.875m

1.076t

350

44

100 x 150

8.4m2

1.12t

560

66

Available in 3 colours (Cashel, Killyleagh and Slate)

Slate
Traditional 3 size ‘Random Course’ laying pattern, the ratio per m2 equals:
44% of 200x150 size / 34% of 150x150 size / 22% 100x150 size.

* Only available in 50mm

A traditional appeal, but with
the advantage of a modern,
durable ﬁnish.

COUNTRY COBBLE / Cashel
SETTS / Slate
MILE STONE / Cashel
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COUNTRY COBBLE / Burren
with Slate edging
LANYON BRICK / Lyndhurst

Setts
Setts are specially designed edging stones. Many
suppliers don’t offer them but AG gives you a choice.
Our setts are available in both 50mm and 60mm depths
so they can be used alongside all our other products.
Setts are supplied in tote bags. Each bag contains approximately equal
quantities of the four different sizes (110x75 / 90x75 / 75x75 / 50x75mm).

Cashel

Slate

50mm Tote bag:
size (mm):

m2 / bag:

weight / bag:

Full bag

10.5m2

1.22t

Half bag

5.25m2

0.61t

A full tote bag of 50mm setts = approx. 140Lm (in a single row).
60mm Tote bag:
size (mm):

m2 / bag:

weight / bag:

Full bag

10.4m2

1.32t

Half bag

5.2m2

0.66t

A full tote bag of 60mm setts = approx. 138Lm (in a single row).

Get the edge with setts!
Setts can be used to create
boundaries - helping to deﬁne
distinctly different areas within
your outside living space.

SETTS / Slate
COUNTRY COBBLE / Cashel
TERRAPAVE / Verona Ground
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Circle
Kits
Add some dramatic effect to your outside space by using
circles. Whether you want to create a new feature area or
frame an existing one, our circle kits will provide extra oomph
to any landscaping project.
Circle kits are available in a rumbled ﬁnish - rumbling softens
the edges of the paving block to give the appearance of
natural aging.
Cashel Rumbled

Slate Rumbled

60mm Circle Kit:
size (mm):

m2 / kit:

weight / kit:

diameter / kit:

Full pack

7.56m2

1.05t

3.1m

Introducing a circle is a really
simple way of enhancing your
outside space.

CIRCLE / Cashel Rumbled
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CIRCLE / Slate Rumbled

Plaza
The fresh, crisp look of Plaza makes it particularly suited
for schemes with a contemporary feel. The ability to
weather well and even improve with age, combined with
durability and a slip resistant surface, means it’s a winner
on all counts.

Silver

Slate

60mm Patio pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

300 x 150

8.1m2

1.125t

180

200 x 150

7.56m2

1.035t

252

150 x 150

7.56m2

1.050t

336

80mm Full pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

600 x 200

9.6m2

1.8t

80

400 x 400

9.6m2

1.8t

60

400 x 200

9.6m2

1.76t

120

200 x 200

9.6m2

1.76t

240

200 x 100+

9.72m2

1.7t

486

+

Do not mix 200x100mm with other Plaza 80mm

PLAZA / Silver with Slate edging
TERRAKERB / Silver Grey (Bullnose)

PLAZA / Slate
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River Stone
The unique gently rippling surface of River Stone makes this a
paving range that really stands out from the crowd.
Creating a completely new option in paving, it can provide texture
and form in a modern setting while just as successfully adding
depth and character in a more traditional scheme.

Blackwater

Glenarm

60mm Patio pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

200 x 150

7.56m2

1.035t

252

3’s Mixed Patio Pack

7.68m2

1.10t

248

Each 3’s mixed patio pack contains paving units of assorted sizes:
unit size:

no. per layer:

no. per pack:

300 x 200mm
200 x 200mm
100 x 200mm

4
9
18

32
72
144

Slaney

8 layers per mixed pack = 0.96m2 per layer

The silver sand brushed in
the joints of this pathway
complements the colour
scheme perfectly.

RIVER STONE / Slaney + Blackwater
ASPEN STONE WALL / Basalt
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RIVER STONE 3’S / Blackwater

Boulevard®
Boulevard is one of our most affordable products.
The subtle colour blends available provide a clean,
contemporary look that is the perfect choice for a
smart driveway needing little maintenance to keep it
looking great.

Cashel

NEW from January 2017:

Corrib

50mm Patio pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

200 x 150

8.64m2

1.05t

288

100 x 150

8.64m2

1.05t

576

Slate

Add extra character to your
Outside Room by toning in your
patio colour with your home.

BOULEVARD / Cashel

BOULEVARD / Slate
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Rectangular
Rectangular paving features a ﬁnely textured surface with
clean edges and is a popular choice for driveways. The long
term durability of this quality paving will provide a
decorative ﬁnish which requires minimal maintenance and is
suitable for both traditional and contemporary areas.

Forest Blend

Crieve Mix

Creagh Peat Brindle

Slate

50mm Patio pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

200 x 100

8.64m2

1.05t

432

RECTANGULAR / Slate
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RECTANGULAR / Crieve Mix

TerraPave®
Flags
TerraPave is our signature ﬂag product. Top of the range and
oozing quality these ﬂags are constructed from premium-graded
granite and natural aggregates. Offered in a range of colours and
two ﬁnishes, TerraPave is sure to give your interior or exterior
project real stand-out.

Verona Ground

Verona Textured

Rimini Ground

Rimini Textured

Milano Ground

Milano Textured

50mm Patio pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

400 x 400

8.64m2

1.05t

54

600 x 400

8.64m2

1.05t

36

TERRAPAVE FLAGS / Rimini Ground
PLAZA PAVING / Slate edging
BAYFIELD WALLING / Basalt

It’s easy to create a cool contemporary
style with one of our stylish modern
ﬂagstones.
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Granaza
Flags
Our new Granaza ﬂagstones feature a softly textured ﬁnish
and are made from quality aggregates - including granite and
quartz - for a traditional ‘old classic’ look or an ultra modern,
contemporary appearance.
They are durable and hard-wearing with excellent slip
resistance and are available in three stylish colour tones.
Sol
40mm Full + half packs:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

400 x 400 Full pack

14.72m2

1.41t

92

400 x 400 Half pack

7.36m2

0.7t

46

600 x 300 Full pack

8.28m2

0.7t

46

600 x 300 Half pack

4.14m2

0.35t

23

Umbra

GRANAZA FLAGS / Lux
MILE STONE KERBS + WALLING / Slate
with ShortCut Cap in Basalt
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Lux

Canterra®
Flags
Created to get the heads turning Canterra has a beautiful
brushed surface that delivers a high quality ﬁnish with a
subtle semi-sheen appearance. Made to the most exacting
standards Canterra ﬂags are the perfect choice for
pathways, patio and pedestrian walkways.

Sahara

Silver

40mm Full + half packs:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

400 x 400 Full pack

14.72m2

1.41t

92

400 x 400 Half pack

7.36m2

0.7t

46

600 x 400 Full pack

11.04m2

1.05t

46

600 x 400 Half pack

5.52m2

0.525t

23

Slate

This popular ﬂagstone works
perfectly both indoors and outside.

CANTERRA FLAGS / Slate
SETTS / Cashel
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Manor Stone®
Flags
Designed to add sophistication to almost any area, this
high quality ﬂagstone is one of our most versatile
products. Offering lots of creative scope, it can be used
to conjure up images of a rustic stone ﬂoor in a country
house but is equally at ease in the contemporary setting
of a modern home.
Blackwater

Glenarm

50mm Patio pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

Patio Pack

8.4m2

1t

70

Each patio pack contains 70 ﬂag units of assorted sizes:
unit size:

no. per pack:

210 x 315mm
315 x 315mm
420 x 315mm
525 x 315mm

7
28
21
14

7 layers per mixed pack = 1.2m2 per layer
An easy-to-follow laying pattern is included.
New ‘courtyard’ laying pattern now available - see page 26 for details.

The look of paving doesn’t just
change with the colour you choose,
the pattern it is laid in can have a
massive impact too.

MANOR STONE / Blackwater
SETTS / Slate
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Pedra
Flags
Pedra ﬂagstones are cost effective, hard wearing and
feature a distinctive bevelled edge – available in a
smooth ﬁnish in rich colours.
Pedra ﬂagstones have a through colour mix, which
adds to the ﬂags versatility, especially in the make-up
of steps.
Sandstone Smooth

Grey Smooth

40mm Full + half packs:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

400 x 400 Full pack

16m2

1.5t

100

400 x 400 Half pack

8m2

0.75t

50

600 x 600 Full pack

9m2

0.85t

25

Also available in a depth of 50mm and 63mm - ask for more information.

Slate Smooth (400x400 only)

PEDRA FLAGS / Slate Smooth
BOULEVARD PAVING / Cashel
REGAL STONE WALLING / Basalt
BAYFIELD WALLING / Basalt
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Kerbs, Steps
+ Ramps
Stylish steps can be used to connect different levels of your
outside space visually as well as physically. Choose from a wide
range of attractive colours to complement or contrast with our
range of paving products and ﬂagstones.

MILE STONE / Slate
COUNTRY COBBLE / Cashel

Kerbs can be purchased by linear metre or individually.

Mile Stone (kerb / wall unit):

Can also be used to build walling - see page 20

size (mm):

lm / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

no. / lm:

L 215 x H 175 x D 100

43

1.4t

200

4.65 (laid L215mm)

Available in a rumbled ﬁnish in colours: Cashel / Corrib / Slate

Single unit

Row

HIGH RISE:
LOW RISE:
Bullnose Kerb Setts:

Corner pieces available

size (mm):

lm / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

no. / lm:

L 100 x H 200 x D 127

24

1.32t

240

10

Available in a rumbled or non-rumbled ﬁnish in colours: Cashel / Slate
Bullnose Kerb Setts can be laid in a low rise or high rise proﬁle.

Single unit

Row

External
corner

Internal
corner

External
corner

Internal
corner

TerraKerb (reconstituted granite kerbs):
size (mm):

lm / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

ﬁnish:

L 915 x H 150 x D 75

35.7

0.94t

39

Bullnose

L 915 x H 200 x D 100

27.45

1.36t

30

Bullnose

L 900 x H 255 x D 125

14.64

1.6t

24

Square Edge

Available in colour: Silver Grey

915x150x75mm
Silver Grey - Bullnose

915x200x100mm
Silver Grey - Bullnose

915x150x50mm
Sandstone - Bullnose

915x150x75mm
Grey - Bullnose

900x255x125mm
Silver Grey - Square Edge

Bullnose Textured Kerbs:
size (mm):

lm / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

ﬁnish:

L 915 x H 150 x D 50

54.9

0.95t

60

Bullnose Textured

L 915 x H 150 x D 75

35.7

0.94t

39

Bullnose Textured

L 915 x H 200 x D 100

27.5

1.36t

30

Bullnose Textured

Available in colours: Sandstone / Grey / Slate

BULLNOSE KERB SETTS / Slate Non-rumbled
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TERRAKERB / Silver Grey (Bullnose)
PLAZA PAVING / Silver with Slate edging

915x200x100mm
Slate - Bullnose

BULLNOSE KERBS / Slate Textured
MANOR STONE FLAGS / Glenarm

MILE STONE KERBING / Slate (step riser)
COUNTRY COBBLE PAVING / Killyleagh
SETTS / Slate

BULLNOSE KERB SETTS / Slate Non-rumbled (step riser)
TERRAPAVE FLAGS / Verona Ground
BOULEVARD PAVING / Cashel

TERRAKERB / Silver Grey (Bullnose)
PLAZA PAVING / Silver

MILE STONE KERBING / Slate
COUNTRY COBBLE PAVING / Cashel
SETTS / Slate
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Mile Stone
Walling
Mile Stone is a versatile product which can be used for building
small garden walls, raised areas, grill surrounds, steps and also for
decorative kerbing.
It has a weathered appearance and it is extremely popular with
homeowners, layers and building contractors alike.
An ideal choice when building walls up to 0.6m (2ft) in height.
Higher walls can be achieved - please consult with your building
contractor for guidance.

Cashel

NB. Please use a suitable
concrete adhesive to bond
Mile Stone units together please ask your local Builders
Merchant for a recommendation.

Mile Stone Pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

no. / m2:

L 215 x D 175 x H 100

7.525m2

1.4t

200

Flat: 46.5
Upright: 26.578

Corrib

Can be laid ﬂat or upright (UPRIGHT: L 215 x D 100 x H 175 / FLAT: L 215 x D 175 x H 100).

Slate

MILE STONE WALLING / Slate
SETTS / Slate
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MILE STONE WALLING / Slate
with ShortCut Cap in Basalt
GRANAZA FLAGS / Lux

Regal Stone®
Walling
Modern and contemporary in appearance, Regal Stone is the
ideal choice when building walls up to 0.9m (3ft) in height.
Completely vertical and with a unique and patented locating
system that ensures perfect alignment, Regal Stone walls are
built with no mortar or concrete.

Basalt

Cashel

Regal Stone Pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

no. / m2 or lm:

BLOCK:
L 220 x D 300 x H 150

1.98m2

0.9t

60

30

CORNER
L 187 x D 300 x H 150

N/A

1.36t

80

N/A

SHORTCUTTM CAP
L 200 x D 330 x H75

N/A

1.236t

120

5.4

Need a bigger wall?
In addition to our garden
walling, we also provide a
complete retaining wall
solution for taller structures.
For more information contact
your local builders merchant.

(Shortcut cap ‘short side’: L 175mm)

Canelletto

Create cozy intimate
areas to entertain
and relax

REGAL STONE WALLING / Cashel
CANTERRA FLAGS / Slate
COUNTRY COBBLE / Cashel (edging)
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Bayﬁeld®
Walling
Bayﬁeld can be used to create attractive retaining walls up to
0.9m (3ft) high. With its rough hewn weathered texture, it’s an
extremely versatile walling option which can be constructed
without the need for mortar and is suitable for both straight and
curved retaining walls.

Basalt

Cashel

Bayﬁeld Pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

no. / m2 or lm:

BLOCK:
L 435 x D 250 x H 150

3.53m2

1.3t

54

15.36

CORNER / STEP
L 435 x D 218 x H 150

N/A

1.44t

48

N/A

SHORTCUTTM CAP
L 200 x D 330 x H75

N/A

1.236t

120

5.4

Need a bigger wall?
In addition to our garden
walling, we also provide a
complete retaining wall
solution for taller structures.
For more information contact
your local builders merchant.

(Shortcut cap ‘short side’: L 175mm)

Canelletto

Just add a capping block
and you’ve got a handy
garden seat!

BAYFIELD WALLING / Basalt
CANTERRA FLAGS / Slate
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Diamond® 25
Walling
Attractive, durable, versatile and easy-to-install; that’s Diamond® 25.
With a natural textured appearance Diamond® 25 can be used to
create attractive retaining walls up to 0.9m (3ft) high.
Diamond® 25 walls are built with no mortar or concrete and are
suitable for both straight and curved retaining walls.

Basalt

Cashel

Diamond 25 Pack:
size (mm):

m2 / pack:

weight / pack:

no / pack:

no. / m2 or lm:

BLOCK:
L 435 x D 250 x H 150

3.52m2

1.24t

54

15.4

CORNER / STEP
L 435 x D 218 x H 150

N/A

1.44t

48

N/A

SHORTCUTTM CAP
L 200 x D 330 x H75

N/A

1.236t

120

5.4

Need a bigger wall?
In addition to our garden
walling, we also provide a
complete retaining wall solution
for taller structures. For more
information contact your local
builders merchant.

(Shortcut cap ‘short side’: L 175mm)

Canelletto

Create curves, tiers, steps
and straight walls with our
versatile walling

DIAMOND WALLING / Basalt
STEP: TERRAPAVE FLAGS / Rimini Ground
Country Cobble / Cashel
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Maintenance
PAVING + FLAGSTONES

Sealing of Paving + Flags

Paving and ﬂagstones should be regularly brushed with a stiff nonmetal brush to prevent a build-up of dirt. We also advise a more
substantial clean two or three times a year, especially during Spring
and Autumn.

A variety of sealers and cleaners are available through your local
builders merchant. However, please note that applying sealant may
affect the colour of paving. Be sure to follow the manufacturer’s
instructions and check the product’s suitability by testing on a small
area ﬁrst. Responsibility for the performance of sealers and
cleaners lies with the user and manufacturer of the product.

General Wear
Newly completed areas of paving or ﬂagstones should only receive a
light brushing in the ﬁrst few months to allow joints to settle
naturally. From then on, general maintenance should be carried out
regularly. Using a bristle brush with mild detergent and hot water is
normally all you need to remove any build-up of dirt and grime.

Weeds, Moss + Lichen
Unwanted plants, moss and fungi are easily controlled. The trick is to
tackle them as soon as they appear - don’t allow them to get
established. Use a proprietary weed killer on weeds and grass and a
water-based fungicide or algicide on moss and lichen. As well as
stocking all the products you need, your local builders merchant will
also be able to offer you impartial advice and answer any questions
you might have.

GARDEN WALLING
Concrete Adhesive
Regal Stone, Bayﬁeld and Diamond are all mortarless systems
requiring no cement to hold them together. Cap stones should be
applied using a concrete adhesive thus eliminating the need for
mortar and the associated risk of mortar stains.

Power Washing
Using a power-hose is not recommended as it may damage the
surface of the product.

General Wear
Heavy Staining
To remove hard to shift stains use a non-acid based proprietary
cleaner. Always test a small area ﬁrst and always follow the
manufacturer’s instructions. Avoid acid based cleaners as they may
damage the paving.

Oil Stains
Oil will readily penetrate into most surfaces and once staining occurs
it can be difficult to remove. If the staining is substantial it may be
necessary to replace the products in the damaged area. Do not
attempt to wipe the spilt oil as this only drives the oil deeper into the
surface. Soak up stains promptly using absorbent material such as a
paper towel then use a non-acid based proprietary cleaner in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

Power Washing
We don’t recommend using a power hose to clean your paving as
high pressure hoses can damage the surface of products and
remove the jointing sand or grout which holds them in place.
If you carry out the simple, regular maintenance (as recommended
previously), power washing shouldn’t be necessary. However, if you
do decide to use a power washer you can help minimise the risk of
damage by observing the following guidance:
1) Remove loose debris with a broom;
2) Test a small area ﬁrst;
3) Use a medium pressure or low pressure setting;
4) Hold the hose at not more than a 30º angle;
5) After the paving has dried, replace any jointing sand which has
been removed.
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Clean using a stiff bristle brush, mild detergent and water from a
low pressure hose.

Remedial Work
Any type of remedial work should ﬁrst be tested on a small area.
Remedial cleaning procedures may affect the appearance of
the masonry.

GENERAL INFORMATION
Advice and assistance
To achieve a quality ﬁnish to your project always choose a
reputable installer, builder or hard landscaping contractor. Take
time to look at previous jobs they have worked on and don’t be
afraid to ask to see examples of their work in situ. If you need
advice, your local builders merchant will be able to suggest a
number of specialist companies in your area.

Efflorescence
Efflorescence (white crystals also known as ‘white bloom’) can appear
on newly installed walls, paving and ﬂagstones which have a high
cement content. It is hard to predict how long efflorescence will last
due to varying factors such as climate conditions, location and aspect.
In some cases it can take around a year to disappear completely. It is
in no way detrimental to the performance of the product. AG cannot
be held responsible for this natural phenomenon.

Paving
Contractors
Choosing the right contractor is an important
decision. Follow these simple suggestions to
ensure a good quality job.
Plan early
Good contractors are in demand and are often booked up weeks or months in
advance. Be wary of contractors who can start immediately.

Always get more than one quotation
We recommend getting at least three but make sure they are like-for-like for a
true price comparison. These should be dated with details of how long the
quotation is valid for and must be on headed paper with the contractors
contact information.

Check them out
Ask if they have the relevant Public and Employer Liability insurance and if
they are members of any Trade Associations. Ask for references from
previous customers and details of where their work can be viewed. Contact
these references and perhaps go and see the job they’re currently working on.

Ask their advice
The added bonus of contacting more than one contractor is that you often
get a range of valuable free design advice. Many will have a photograph
album of previous jobs that can help you visualise how our products will look
in your plan.

Don’t decide purely on price
We know that this will be at the forefront of any decision but it’s important
that you feel comfortable with your contractor, that they understand your
needs and that you are conﬁdent in their abilities.

Once you have made your decision
Get an estimated start and completion date. These dates should be a little
ﬂexible as they can often change due
to weather conditions and extended time spent on
earlier jobs.
Make any changes or amendments from the initial quotation and have an upto-date quotation agreed and drawn up.
Make sure you understand the plan fully and that the area measurements and
order quantities are correct.
RIVER STONE / Blackwater

Your local builders merchant should be able to provide
you with a list of suitable contractors.
NB. Merchants cannot be responsible for the quality
of the workmanship of the contractors.

Take an ongoing interest in the work and if there are any variations to what
has been agreed deal with them face-to-face.

To avoid wastage
Get your contractor to accurately measure areas on-site before placing an
order. It is important to note that some builders merchants do not accept
returns on materials.
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Laying Patterns
Country Cobble® Paving

900 Herringbone (1 size)

Random Coursed (2 sizes)

Random Coursed (3 sizes)

Uses 200x150 + 150x150mm.

Uses 200x150, 150x150 + 100x150mm. Uses 200x150mm.

2

2

Stack Bond (1 size)
Uses 150x150mm.

2

45no. per m2
Ratio per m2: 100% 150x150.

19no. of each size per m
Ratio per m2:
57% 200x150, 43% 150x150.

15no. of each size per m
Ratio per m2: 44% 200x150,
34% 150x150, 22% 100x150.

34no. per m
Ratio per m2: 100% 200x150.

Courtyard Pattern A (2 sizes)

Courtyard Pattern B (2 sizes)

Courtyard Pattern C (3 sizes)

Uses 200x150 + 100x150mm.

Uses 200x150 + 100x150mm.

Uses 200x150, 150x150 + 100x150mm.

2

22no. of each size per m
Ratio per m2:
67% 200x150, 33% 100x150.

22no. of each size per m
Ratio per m2:
67% 200x150, 33% 100x150.

Stretcher Bond (1 size)

Stretcher Bond (2 sizes)

Uses 200x150mm.

Uses 200x150 + 150x150mm.

33.3no. per m2
Ratio per m2: 100% 200x150.

19no. of each size per m2
Ratio per m2: 57% 200x150,
43% 150x150.

2
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15no. of each size per m2
Ratio per m2: 44% 200x150,
34% 150x150, 22% 100x150.

COURTYARD PATTERN A (2 SIZES):
COUNTRY COBBLE

RANDOM COURSED (2 SIZES): COUNTRY COBBLE

There are many ways to lay ﬂagstones and paving and your choice of
laying pattern depends on the size and shape of the stones you are
planning to use as well as your personal taste.

The pattern you choose will have a big impact on the overall
appearance of your design – just as much as the colour and texture
of your chosen stone.

Plaza / River Stone / Boulevard® Paving

Stretcher Bond (1 size)

900 Herringbone (1 size)

Stretcher Bond (2 sizes)

Courtyard Motif (2 sizes)

Uses 200x150mm.

Uses 200x150mm.

Uses 200x150 + 150x150mm.

Uses 400x400 + 400x200mm.

33.3no. per m2
Ratio per m2: 100% 200x150.

34no. per m2
Ratio per m2: 100% 200x150.

19no. of each size per m2
Ratio per m2: 57% 200x150,
43% 150x150.

3no. 400x400 per m2
6no. 400x200 per m2

Rectangular Paving

900 Herringbone

450 Herringbone

NB: Not suitable for River Stone or Boulevard.

NB: Not suitable for River Stone and Boulevard.

Stretcher Bond

Basket Weave

This pattern can be used to lay Machine Lay
Rectangular paving blocks.

River Stone 3’s Mixed Patio Pack
For more indepth information on
laying patterns visit our website.
ag.uk.com

Stretcher Bond (uses all 3 sizes)

Courtyard (uses all 3 sizes)

Mixed Size Motif (uses all 3 sizes)

Uses 300x200, 200x200 + 100x200mm.

Uses 300x200, 200x200 + 100x200mm.

Uses 300x200, 200x200 + 100x200mm.
PATTERN:

NB. When laying 3's mixed sizes please ensure you alternate between
bales for each layer to ensure an evenly distrubuted colour blend.
ie. They should not be laid layer-by-layer from the same bale.

This pattern works with a 7 piece module, creating and
interlocking L shaped herringbone structure.
Within each patio pack layer, four of these modules
can be created, leaving over three pieces which can be
used for cuts or additional units. An ideal pattern for
smaller or curved areas where cuts are more frequent.
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Laying Patterns
Continued

TerraPave® / Canterra® / Pedra / Granaza Flags

Stretcher Bond (1 size)

Stretcher Bond (2 sizes)

Stack Bond (1 size flag)

Uses 600x400mm flags.

Uses 400x400 + 600x400mm flags.

Uses 400x400mm flags.

2

4.17no. per m
Ratio per m2: 100% 600x400.
NB: Not suitable for Pedra or Granaza Flags.

2

2.5no. of each size per m
Ratio per m2: 60% 600x400,
40% 400x400.

6.25no. per m2
Ratio per m2: 100% 400x400.

Broken Stack Bond
(1 size flag + setts)
Uses 400x400mm flags + setts.
Approx:

6no. flags per m2
0.3no. setts per m2.

NB: Not suitable for Pedra or Granaza Flags.

Manor Stone®

Stretcher Bond (uses all 4 sizes)

Courtyard (uses all 4 sizes)

This stretcher bond pattern is simple to lay and uses all four
patio pack sizes. Create a continuous pattern of staggered
joints just by swapping 2 flags from every patio pack layer.

This pattern works with a 10 piece module, creating
a more ‘random’ laying effect.

For more indepth information on the Manor Stone laying
patterns, please visit our website.

To achieve the new Courtyard pattern, just lay the
units into the pattern highlighted on the right - this
layout will use all the units evenly in every patio pack.

ag.uk.com

STRETCHER BOND: MANOR STONE
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STRETCHER BOND (1 SIZE): CANTERRA FLAGS

PATTERN:

About AG
AG is a family business owned and run by
three generations of the same family for
more than 50 years.
AG has grown to become one of the UK and Ireland’s largest independent
suppliers of hard landscaping, building materials and precast concrete products.
We operate seven separate production facilities capable of producing more than
9,000 tonnes of products a day. AG is also a leading manufacturer of ﬂooring and
stairs having supplied numerous prestige projects including more than 100
schools in the Building Schools for the Future programme.

AG has become a big company. But not a
big-headed company. We think big but we’re also
determined to get the little things right. We’re
committed to our customers and to ensuring we
always offer the best products, at the best prices.
It’s business… but with AG it’s also personal.

AG is able to source most of the raw materials we need from our own quarries. As
a result we’re able to dramatically reduce the carbon footprint of our products
and eliminate any risk of exploiting low-paid workers in developing countries.
ag.uk.com/cemarking

Sustainability
Transportation has a big impact on carbon emissions so
by using local stone, we can keep our footprint as small
as possible.

At AG we are very careful about our
impact on the wider environment.
AG have calculated the carbon footprint of every product in our range. All of these
ﬁgures have been carefully checked and veriﬁed. We are committed to keeping
these ﬁgures as low as possible. Indeed, we rank among the lowest carbon ratings
of the major manufacturers.
One of the reasons why our carbon footprint ratings are so low is because the vast
majority of the aggregates we use are produced in our own quarries which are just a
short distance from our manufacturing plants.

TERMS + CONDITIONS
The colours shown in this literature are as accurate as the printing process will allow.
Whilst every effort is made to match colours and represent textures, we recommend that
colours and textures are chosen from actual samples of the products.
All products are manufactured from natural materials and although we strive to provide
consistency of colour, variation may occur in the manufacturing process. It is for this

reason we recommend that products are selected from at least three bales, within each
delivery. This will eliminate ‘banding’.
All information contained in this literature is correct at the time of going to print.
AG reserves the right to amend speciﬁcations or discontinue products, if necessary,
without prior notice. We recommend that you contact your builders merchant, at the
design stage of your project, for the most up-to-date information.
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making it together
YOUR LOCAL MERCHANT:

Design by Acheson + Glover | Version 1

Visit our website for maintenance
guidance and more information.
ag.uk.com

Group Headquarters:
Acheson + Glover
127 Crievehill Road, Fivemiletown
Co. Tyrone, BT75 0SY.

